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Today’s Agenda

What is anxiety?
How can I spot signs?
Management strategies.
What does ‘facing fears’ mean?
Time for questions.



Anxiety
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Anxiety is a normal response to 
stressful experiences and situations in 

the environment. 



What might anxiety look like in my child?

Physical Examples
Change in breathing, heart rate, sweating, 
shaking, crying, nausea, headache 

Thinking/Action Examples
Unwanted worry thoughts
Seeking reassurance 
Avoidance (“I’m fine!”)
Isolating



Anxious Thoughts
I have to be perfect!

What if I get a terrible grade? 
What If I fail the whole semester?

Discomfort is BAD and WRONG –
I have to feel comfortable!

This “FEELS” dangerous…that 
means I should believe that it is!

I can’t handle this feeling.



Kids and teens with anxiety 
often look to parents to provide:
• Reassurance
• Accommodations 

Anxious Thoughts and Parents
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When has anxiety crossed the line? 

Daily activities (dressing, self-care, eating, sleep)
Academic achievement
Social interactions
School refusal
Mood



Anxiety Across Development

Most children have worries and fears, 
particularly at certain developmental stages, 

which should NOT be viewed as problem! 



Management Strategies 



Toolbox

Strategies to help manage emotions and thoughts: 
– Deep breathing
– Progressive muscle relaxation
– Mindfulness
– Practicing emotion-regulation 
– Thought challenging 
– Pleasant events/distraction 
– Balancing social media intake
– Facing fears



Toolbox

1. (CDC, 2008)



Toolbox

Progressive Muscle Relaxation
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Facing Fears, Bravery Missions, or Exposures
Anxiety wants all the answers 
or pushes us to avoid 
uncomfortable things. 

This works in the short term, 
but long term keeps us from 
learning we can face those 
fears. 

Goal is NOT to eliminate 
anxiety, but to help your child 
learn they can tolerate it! 16



Facing Fears, Bravery Missions, or Exposures

Planned practices can help teach your child they 
can handle the discomfort of facing fears. 
Rewards for practices are helpful for a lot of 
kids/teens. 

Example missions:
• Social worries  order own food at restaurant
• Knowing plans  go on a drive to a place that will be 

revealed at destination

17



Facing Fears

Exposures

• Most effective when:
– Graduated 
– Prolonged
– Repetitive



Watch out for these traps!

• Lecturing with logic 
– “Well, there’s only a 1/1000 chance that’ll happen.”

• Simplifying
– “This is easy! You’ve done it before.”

• Demanding
– “See, you did it. Now you can do it next time!”
– “Just do it! This is taking too long!”

• Protecting 
– “You’re scared. You don’t have to do it!”

Ramsawh, Chavira, and Stein, 2010



So how can I help?

Use validating statements:
“It makes a lot of sense you feel so stressed about this.”
“That’s a big worry thought. Let’s work together to 
explore it and figure out how to talk back.”
“You have been so brave. I’m proud of you for sitting with 
this feeling and I know you can do it.”

Ask your child what you can offer: 
“Would it be helpful to talk more about these feelings?”
“What support can I provide?”

Ramsawh, Chavira, and Stein, 2010



Resources
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• Insight Timer App 
• Calm App
• Headspace App
• YouTube videos
• Breaking Free of Child 

Anxiety and OCD: A 
Scientifically Proven 
Program for Parents 
by Eli Lebowitz

• Freeing Your Child from 
Anxiety, Revised and 
Updated Edition: 
Practical Strategies to 
Overcome Fears, 
Worries, and Phobias 
and Be Prepared for 
Life--from Toddlers to 
Teens by Tamar 
Chansky 



What if I think my child needs more support?

Referral to behavioral health provider who can:
• Complete an initial intake evaluation with the family 
• Provide therapy treatment plan (CBT/ERP; DBT; 

parent management training; PCIT, etc)
• Teach stress management strategies to use at home

Referral to psychiatrist who can:
• Complete an initial intake evaluation with the family 
• Manage appropriate medications such as SSRIs



Thank you! 
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